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A TYPE-INSENSITIVE METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF STIFF AND NON-STIFF
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
by
M. Berzins • and R.M. Furzeland •• .

Abstract.
This report describes a method that has been developed to give improved

efficiency for solving differential equations where the degree of stiffness varies
during the course of the integration. The method is a modification of the Theta
method, in which the new strategy is to switch between functional iteration and
Newton iteration for the solution of the non-linear equations arising at each
integration step. The criterion for switching is established from the error estimates and permissible stepsizes that the two methods would use.
The resulting method can be regarded as type-insensitive to stiff or nonstiff problems. Its performance is been demonstrated on a range of test problems including one arising from the method of lines solution of parabolic equations .
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1. INTRODUCTION

Integration methods for ordinary differential equations (o.d.e.s.) are usually divided into two separate classes, those intended for non-stiff problems and
those intended for stiff problems. Such methods are inefficient when applied to
the 'wrong' class of problem. If a non-stiff method is selected for a stiff problem
then the stepsize is restricted by the need to maitain stability with a consequent loss in efficiency. A stiff integration method generally involves an implicit
formula, which requires that a system of non-linear equations be solved at each
timestep. In order to take reasonable sized steps when solving a stiff problem ,
the convergence criterion requires that a Newton-type iteration be used. The
Jacobian evaluations required for the Newton iteration are expensive and often
unnecessary for the solution of non-stiff problems where the stepsize restrictions are less severe. An obvious requirement is a single algorithm that can
handle both stiff and non-stiff problems by automaticaly selecting the most
efficient method with respect to stepsize and cost per step. The theory behind
such an algorithm is discussed by Shampine (1981), (1982) and has also been
used by Petzold (1983) to modify -the LSODE code of Hindmarsh (1981).
In this paper we describe the development of such a switching method by
modifying a code for stiff o.d.e.s based on the Theta method to improve its
efficiency for non-stiff problems. This is achieved by switching from Newton to
functional iteration, or vice-versa, according to the retative efficiency of the two
methods. In this respect we term the method "type-insensitive".
In Section 2 we describe the numerical methods used as a basis for the
switching method and in Section 3 we put forward a basic strategy for a typeinsensitive method. In Section 4 we present the new switching method based on
switching from Newton to functional iteration, or vice-versa, with the Theta
method. We give criteria for deciding when to switch the iteration method
according to the error estimates, stepsizes and cost per step that the two
different methods would use. Section 5 deals with the implementation details of
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the new method. Numerical results are presented in Section 6 and these results
illustrate the efficiency of the strategy both on standard test problems and on
problems arising from the method of lines treatment or systems of parabolic
equations.
2. NUMERICAL METHODS

This paper is concerned with numerical methods for the solution of solving
the system of ordinary differential equations (o.d.e.s.)

Y

= l._ (x , y) , a

:-5
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, y(a)

given

(1)

.

For the rest of this paper we shall not explicitly use vector notation but will
consider the scaler form of equation (1) .

2.1. The Theta method
The Theta 0 method is defined as follows. Suppose we have the approximation Yn to y(xn) , then the numerical solution at

Xn+l,

where Xn+1 = Xn +h and

h is the stepsize, is denoted by Yn+l and is defined by

(2)
The local solution of the differential equation u(x) , about the point xn is
defined to be the solution of :
u'

= f (x ,u )

,

u (xn )

= Yn

(3)

The local error T incurred on the step to Xn+l is defined by
T

= u(xn+J-Yn+l

It may be shown that
T

= (0-½)

(4)

h2

This error estimate leads one to think that the value 0 =

½would result

in the

most accurate Theta formula, however such error analysis based on just the
leading term is incorrect. For the simple test problem
y'

=

r-..

y

(5)

Prothero and Robinson (1974) have given a more complete error analysis . They
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showed that, by expanding the error in terms of p = "J\h, the relative error

R(p , 0) can be written as
R(p , 0)
where

=

e --P

Q(p , 0) - 1

(6)

Q(p , 0) = 1+(1-0)p

(7)

1-0p
The relative errors are shown in Figure -1 and one can see that the value

0 = 0.55 is a good compromise between a small relative error and a large value
of p and hence a large stepsize relative to the value of A when "J\ is less than O .
2.2. Functional iteration and Newton iteration.
A simple way to solve the implicit equation (2) is to generate an initial predi ctor

yJq) 1

from the explicit formula

yJ~\

= Yn + hy~
where from (2) the derivative y~ is estimated by
Y~ = ( Yn -Yn-1 - (1-0)h f (xn - 1, Yn - 1)) / (0 h )
and to generate successive correctors from the functional, iteration formula
(m+l)
(8)
Yn +l
In order to determine whether or not functional iteration converges we expand

the function/ using Taylor's series to get:

J(x,u) - J(x,v) = (u-v) . J
where J is the Jacobian matrix [

~~;j

(9)
ev~luated at x and an unknown point, y ,

between u and v , then
L =

Sup

11

J

(10)

11

is a suitable Lipschitz constant for some matrix norm .
On subtracting (B) from (2) and using the Lipschitz condition, we get:

(11)
hL0 I IYn+1-YJ'r} 1 1
This says that if h L 0 < r then functional iteration converges with a rate of con11 Yn+1-YJ~tl) 11

5

vergence r where r must be

<1.
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For the solution of stiff problems, we are interested in stepsizes h with
h L 0

>> 1. It is therefore necessary to use a different iteration. The standard

one is the simplified Newton iteration, which uses an approximate Jacobian
matrix J:

J

=

Af_ (
{:)y Xn+l

(0)

• Yn+I

)

( 12)

in solving a linear system of equations given-by

(I-h 0J) (yJ7r/ 1l -yJ7rt) = -yJ7rt +yn +0hf (xn+l
for the correction

,

yJ1rt

)+h (1-0)/ (xn , Yn ).

( 13)

(yJ7rt -yJ7rt) at each iteration.
1>

In comparison with functional iteration, this is very expensive since :
(a)

The matrix J must be formed, usually by numerical differencing.

(b)

The iteration matrix I - 0 h J must be decomposed into triangular factors
and a backsubstitution performed on each iteration.
In comparison with functional iteration, the Newton method may allow

larger stepsizes h to be used for stiff problems.

Furthermore the iteration

matrix I - ® h J is used in the code of Prothero and Robinson to implement
more accurate local error estimates , see Hopkins (1976) .
Although 0 = 0.55 is a suitable choice for solving stiff and non-stiff
differential equations there remains the question of which value of 0 to use for
the non-stiff integration method in conjunction with functional iteration. The
Theta method is S-stable
values of 0

9

for values of 0

> 0.5 and A-stable for 0 = 0.55 but for

< 0.5 then the Theta method is only stable

h 0 p(J)-5.rq

if

(14)

where

1

for 0 < 0.5
(15)
1-20
which is the radius of the largest half disc contained in the stablity region of the

=

theta method.

The term p( J) is the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix

which satisfies p( J) s L where L is formed with the infinity norm . The condition for the method to be both stable and for functional iteration to converge

5

with a convergence rate r is that
h

<

1

L

.

mm

( r

0

1

)

(15)

' 1-20

Thus for values of 0 > _:__ the dominating requirement is for functional itera1+ 2r
tion to converge with a rate of convergence

<r .

In the case of non-stiff problems we ca~ consider equation (5) with the real
part of 'r.. both positive and negative . The relative error is again defined by equation (6) but the values of p are subject to the restriction from equation (16) .

Ip I <

. (r

1

mm 0 ' 1-20

)

(17)

From equations (5) and (7) we can show that

-R(p , 0)
(18)
1 + R(p , 0)
We are interested in JR(p, 0)1 < 10-3 and so using Fig. (1) it follows that a suitR(-p , 1-0) =

able value of 0 for 'r.. with positive real part is 0.45 .
3. A Discussion or Strategies for Type-Insensitive Methods .
The objective is to determine whether a problem could be solved more
efficiently using a class of methods suited for non-stiff problems or a class of
methods suited for stiff problems. If a problem changes character, that is, from
non-stiff to stiff or vice-versa, in the interval of integration, we want to switch
automatically to the most efficient method . The difficulty is that any automatic
scheme must predict the behaviour of the integration in the future of a method
which it is not currently using. The decision between the two types of methods
is based only on information created during the integration time step. The decision on which method will solve a given problem most efficiently is made by
comparing
(a) the stepsize that each method could use on the next step, and
(b) the cost per step of each method.
In the case when a non-stiff method is used equation (2) is solved using
functional iteration . The cost per unit step of doing this is the usual code
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overhead plus two or three iterations each of which involves a function evaluation. In contrast the cost per unit step of Newton's method is more difficult to
evaluate. The Jacobian matrix {equation (12)) is not evaluated every time step;
it is only estimated and decomposed into its LU factors when this becomes
necessary due to convergence failures or step-size changes.

This cost also

depends on whether or not full , banded or sparse matrix routines are used in
this decomposition. Each iteration then involves one function evaluation and
one back-substitution, with a maximum of usually three iterations per attempt
with a given step-size . This range of possibilities makes it difficult to estimate
beforehand how much work per step is involved for the Newton iteration .
There are at least two possible ways to measure the relative costs of the
two iteration methods . The first is to use the ratio of the the function calls per
step, averaged out over enough steps to take the periodic up-dating of the Jacobian into account. The second is to use the c.p.u. time per step as measured by
the clock of the computer. Experimentation with these approaches reveals that
both have their disadvantages, the first takes no account of the time spent in LU decomposition and back- substitution while the second is hampered by the
inability of c.p.u. clocks to accurately measure what may be very small amounts
of c.p.u. time. The first approach does work well if the cost of a function call is
expensive.
Many stiff problems are non-stiff in the initial phase or trans ient . see
Shampine (19B1) . This implies that the integrator should have the option of
starting with a non-stiff method so as to avoid unnecessary Jacobian evaluations
in the initial transient stage.
In the case of the non-stiff method, several considerations affect the stepsize:
{a)

The stepsize must be chosen so that the formula is accurate over the next
step : that is, a norm of the local truncation error is less than some talerance

f:,
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(b)

The stepsize must be small enough so that the iteration converges rapidly,

(c)

The stepsize must be small enough so that the method will be stable.
As the problem starts to become stiff there will come a point when the step-

size is inefficiently small in comparison to the stepsize that the stiff method
could use , despite the additional cost of the Newton iteration. The criteria that
can be used to decide when the switch should be made are discussed in the next
section.
For stiff methods the stepsize only has to be chosen so that the formula is
accurate over the next step; it is assumed that stability and convergence do not
restrict the stepsize that can be used.
4. A SWITCHING METHOD FOR STIFF AND NON-STIFF PROBLEMS.

4.1 . Introduction.
The integrator of Chua and Dew ( 1984) solves the system of differential
equations of the form of (1) using t~e Theta method (2) with 0 = 0.55 . This
integrator was developed from the Prothero and Robinson (1974) integrator as
describ e d by Hopkins (1976) .
The objective in this paper is to modify the Chua and Dew integrator to cope
with both stiff and non-stiff sets of o.d.e.s. The main modification is in the type
of _iteration method ( functional or Newton iteration ) used to solve the nonlinear equations rather than by changing the value of 0 in equation (2) . The
method switches from functional iteration to a Newton method, or vice-versa, as
the stiffness varies. The choice of method is based on criteria established from
the error estimates and the stepsizes that the two different methods would use.
Shampine (1982) has also constructed a switching code based on the Theta
method for equations in normal form and allows different values of theta though
he does not switch between them . Section 2 has indicated that we ought to use
0

= 0.55

for stiff equations and 0

= 0.45

for non-stiff equations. These two

values also have the advantage that the principal parts of the local error

T

as

B

given by equation ( 4) then differ only in sign . Providing that this term dominates the local error , the non-stiff and stiff methods can ( on the grounds of
accuracy alone ) take the same step-size . Although we have experimented with
changing the value of 0 from 0.55 to 0.45 as we switch from stiff to non-stiff
methods in our algorithm we have finally used only 0

= 0.55 . There are two

reasons for this
(i)

The estimate of the local error used in the Prothero and Robinson (1974)
code takes account of the third - order terms as well as the principal term
in equation (4) and requires the LU factors of the Newton iteration matrix.
This error estimate is not available if functional iteration is being used.
The use of two values of 0 makes it more difficult to accurately estimate
the error that would be incurred if a switch were to be made .

(ii) The largest stepsize that can be used with functional iteration is given by
equation (11) .

On substituting the values 0

= 0.45

and 0

= 0.55

into

equation (11) we see that the stepsize that can be taken with 0 = 0.45 is
only 0.55 / 0.45 or only 22 % larger . In practice we have found that this
does not compensate for the less accurate local error information available
when a switch needs to be made.

4.2.

Changing Method Type from Non-StitI to StitI.
In considering changing the method type from non-stiff to stiff there are

two stepsizes of interest :
hiter - maximum stepsize for functional iteration to converge.
hNswton -

maximum stepsize possible by using a Newton iteration .

We iterate to convergence with functional iteration and a stepsize that is
chosen to ensure rapid convergence . In this situation, the local error estimate
indicates the stepsize that could be taken if a Newton iteration was being used ,
hNawfon ,

since there is no restriction on the stepsize due to stability.
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The decision to switch is based on comparing the stepsize needed for accuracy with that needed for convergence. The condition for rapid convergence of
functional iteration is, assuming we have an up-to-date estimate of the Jacobian,

0 p ( J ) <r < 1
(19)
where the convergence rate r is taken to be (say ) 0.5 and, 0 = 0.55 and p ( J)
'4.ter

is the spectral radius of the Jacobian matri~ J. The actual rate of convergence
of functional iteration may be estimated by:

yJ~t 2 l - yJrrt 1l 1 1
11 yJrrt 1l - yJ~l 11

II

CRATE =

(20)

and using (19) with '4.ter replaced by h and r replaced by CRATE gives
J);;:j CRATE
p (
h,E)

(21)

This estimate for p ( J) is substituted into equation (19) to obtain the inequality
used in the code to estimate the functional iteration step size , hiter ,

(22)
where the constant 0.5 has been introduced as a safety factor.

If

h
Newton
'4.ter

is large then the steps ize has to be restricted to make functional

iteration converge and it may be cost-effective to switch to Newton's iteration.
Whether or not the switch is made depends on the cost per step of the using the
two iterations . Let CN be this cost for the Newton method and c1 be the cost for
functional iteration. The overall computational cost will be reduced

hNewton

>

'4.ter

d
(23)

In Section 3 we explained why it may be difficult to estimate the ratio of these
costs and so we cannot use this criteria exactly. Furthermore if C,>v is large
compared to

c1

i.e. a Newton step is expensive compared to a functional itera-

tion step then the change-over to a Newton method will involve a new stepsize
hNewton

that is large compared to the present step size '4.tgr . The algorithm will

thus attempt to deduce the behaviour of the numerical solution on a much
larger time scale than that being used by the functional iteration method . This
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in general , will make it harder to accurately predict the error that will be
incurred by using the new (much larger) stepsize . For this reason it seems
better to recognise early when a Newton method can be used by restricting the
increase in stepsize at the change-over in iteration methods. and to switch to
Newton's method if

~ewton ~ 4 '4tar

and if at least 12 steps have been taken

since the last switch to functional iteratioI?- . The factor 4 was determined by
experimentation with a number of test problems and represents a typical value
C
of the ratio ; ' in equation (23) . The code allows the user to change this
f

parameter if this is necessary. The switch is also made if 3 or more stepsize
reductions have been made on the current step due to convergence failures .
4.3. Changing type from stiff to non-stiff.

When Newton's method is being used, an estimate of p ( J) is required to
establish the step size that can be used with functional iteration by applying
the convergence condition of equation (19) . Petzold (1983) estimates p ( J) by
calculating

11

J 11 .. directly from the Jacobian matrix. This may over estimate

the spectral radius and thus stop the code from switching to functional iteration
. As the spectral radius is expensive to calculate the approach we have adopted
is a pragmatic one . Four function calls are used in three attempted functional
iterations. This allows two rates of convergence to be estimated as in equation
(20). No switch is made unless both these rates are less than 0.9 , the second
rate of convergence is less than 0. 7 and the iteration has converged according
to the criteria used by the non-linear equations solver. In the case when the first
estimated rate of convergence is > 0.9 the attempt is directly terminated . The
test for switching to functional iteration is only made if the Jacobian matrix is
being re-formed because the Newton stepsize is about to be increased.
The disadvantage of this approach is the cost of the 4 extra function calls
required, but this should be considered in the context of large problems where
many function calls may be required to form the Jacobian. This approach is also

11

independent of the type of linear algebra routines used (full, banded, or sparse)
to form the LU decomposition of the Jacobian and does not rely on the perhaps
unnecessarily pessimistic estimate of the spectral radius p( J) by using the
matrix norm such as

11

J

11- .

In this case h;., 0 r can then be estimated by :

0.5 h

(24)

CRATE

h
where h is the stepsize being used. If

~er

is large, then the code no longer

needs a very small stepsize for the convergence of functional iteration.
The switch back to functional iteration is attempted only under two circumstances . The first is when the Jacobian matrix is about to be re-formed
because the Newton stepsize is about to be doubled. (The code automatically
forms a new Jacobian whenever the stepsize is either doubled or halved in a
Newton mode) . The second is when _the Jacobian is being reformed because 20
steps have been taken with the same Jacobian matrix. In both cases no switch is
attempted until at least 10 steps after the last switch to a Newton method in
order to allow the integration to settle down.
5. Implementation Details.
The strategy of the integrator is first to predict a solution and then to try
and compute the solution at the next time level using the non-linear equations
solver which also estimates the rate of convergence CRATE. If functional iteration is being used the stepsize '4tsr is estimated as in equation (22). In the case
when the solver fails to converge we take the approach described in Section

(5.4).
5.1. Error Estimates.
After a successful return from the non-linear solver the weighted local
error norm, ERRL , is estimated. If functional iteration is being used, then in
addition to the weighted local error norm, another error estimate is computed.
This is the estimate of the weighted local error norm we would have , if Newton's
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method was being used. From this error estimate we know whether or not the
stepsize for Newton's method need to be changed.
Then since the local error estimate is O(h 2)

,

it is expected that the

weighted local error norm for Newton's method, ERRN, can be estimated from:
2

ERRN

hnewton

ERRF.

(25)

[ h;,ter

where ERRF is the estimate of the weighted norm of the local error using functional iteration.

5.2. Local error tolerance satisfl.ed.
If the weighted local error norm, ERRL , of the current method being used
is

~

1 , then the solution satisfies the local error tolerance. The strategy used

is to double the stepsize, if the weighted local error norm is
halve the stepsize if it is

< 0.25 , and to

> 1.0 . Tbe same strategy is used to change the step-

size ¾ewton depending on the value of ERRN.
After three successful steps with the same stepsize , we check to see if the
stepsize required for accuracy can be doubled for the next step. If the stepsize
is less than the maximum (integrator dependent) stepsize, and the weighted
local error norm is

< 0.25 the stepsize is doubled provided that it remains less

than the maximum allowed stepsize. In the case of functional iteration, If doubling the stepsize results in a stepsize greater than the maximum stepsize , h;,ter
then the stepsize is not changed from its previous value .
5.3. Local error test fails.
If the solution does not satisfy the local error tolerance, then we must

reduce the stepsize and possibly switch methods.
(1984) strategy, if the weighted local error norm is

From the Chua and Dew

> 1.0, the stepsize is halved.

If functional iteration is being used, we allow up to 3 such reductions per step
after which a switch to Newton's method is made. This switch has the advantage
that the more reliable error estimate for stiff problems , see Robinson and
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Prothero (1974) which involves the iteration matrix of equation (13) can be
used . Having made the required adjustments, we return to solve the non-linear
equations again .

5.4. Non-linear equation solver fails.
When the non-linear equation solver fails to converge, then we must also
consider reducing the stepsize or switching methods. The stepsize is reduced a
maximum of three times per step (6 times on the first step). The switch from
functional iteration to a Newton method is made after 3 stepsize reductions or if
Ii.newton

> 4 h, whichever comes first where the factor 4 is the approximation to

C
the ratio CN as in Section 4. 2 .
f

6. Numerical results.
The Theta method code of Chua and Dew as implemented in the SPRINT
software of Berzins, Dew and Furzeland (1984) , referred to in the numerical
testing experiments as STHETA , and the corresponding switching method, code
STHETB, were both tested on the following test problems. In the results tables
below Fun is the total number of o.d.e. function call evaluations including those
used in numerical differencing to form the Jacobian matrix while JAC is the
number of L-U decompositions of the Jacobian matrix. The c.p.u. time was
measµred in seconds on an AMDAHL 5850.
Problem 1 - Van der Pol's equation

The first problem, Van der Pol's equation, Villadson and Michaelson,

15

was

chosen because it alternates between being stiff and non-stiff several times during the interval of integration and so provides a good test of the codes' ability to
switch between the two methods.

.

Y1

=

, y 1 (0) = 2.0

where e = 1000 and the interval of integration is ( 0 , 3000 ) .

14

Results on the Van der Pol
Steps
TOL.
Method
228
STHETA
10-l STHETB
362
STHETA
633
10-1 STHETB
677
1830
STHETA
10-:, STHETB
1799

equation with t = 1000 .
Fun
JAC
CPU time
1243
1269
2026
1981
4741
4465

148
96
164
89
240
84

0.172
0.208
0 .309
0.338
0.786
0.782

The results for this problem show that the STHETB code cuts down the number
of Jacobian evaluations needed though at the expense of using more steps for
less stringent tolerances .

Problem Z - Robertson's problem
Stiff problems with very large stiffness ratios arise typically in chemical
kinetics. This well-known example has eigenvalues of the Jacobian which are
real and negative, with a stiffness ratio of about 107 • This forces methods with a
finite stability region to restrict the stepsize severely in order that the method
is stable and functional iteration converges.

Y2.

= o.o4 Yi-10 4 Y2 y3-3x101

yz

Ya = 3x10 7yf
The initial conditions are y 1{0) = 1 , yiO) = yi0)=0 and the interval of
integration is [O, 40] .

Results on the Robertson test problem using STHETA and STHETB
Steps
25
10-'
31
34
10-1 STHETB
47
77
STHETA
10-3 STHETB
89
160
STHETA
10-4 STHETB
188
The results for this purely stiff problem
TOL.

Method
STHETA
STHETB
STHETA

FUN
JAC
CPU time
121
0.018
14
124
0.021
9
131
13
0.021
172
10
0.030
217
13
0.039
252
0.051
10
392
0.075
16
0.098
465
13
show that the only real point in favour

of STHETB is that it does less Jacobian evaluations which could result in a more
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efficient integration if Jacobian costs are important.

Problem 3 - Enright et al ·s problem

This problem is the well known B5 test problem from the test set of Enright,
Hull and Lindberg (1975). The problem was chosen because the Jacobian matrix
of this problem has the eigen-values -10-,i , -lO+i , 100,-4,-0.5,-0.1 two of
which are close to the imaginary axis.

Results on the Enright & Hull B5 test problem using STHETA and STHETB
TOL.
10~1
10~'2.

10- 1
10- 4

Method
STHETA
STHETB
STHETA
STHETB
STHETA
STHETB
STHETA
STHETB

Steps

FUN

JAC

C.P.U.

Error•

62
72
157
171
445
448
1449
1508

236
232
500
482
1219
1074 ·
3614
3433

14
7
24
8
43
7
86
10

0.05
0.06
0.12
0.13
0.32
0.26
1.0
0.94

0.17
0.20
0.05
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.06

The error measures in the L 2 norm of the relative error over the range of
integration.
The results for problems 1 and 3 show that STHETB uses approximately the
same or slightly less function calls but uses noticeably le.ss Jacobian evaluations. The decrease in the number of Jacobian evaluations is not significant for
these test problems as the cost of computing the Jacobian is not high. In the
next section we shall investigate what happens when the two codes are applied
to a more typical larger test problem where Jacobian evaluations play a more
important role.

6.1. Problem 4 - A larger test problem modelling flame propagation.
This test problem arises from the modelling on the onset of ignition and
subsequent flame propagation of a pre-mixed fuel-air mixture. The simplified,
one-dimensional model presented by Furzeland (1985) results in two coupled
partial differential equations for the temperature, T, and mass fraction
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(concentration), Y, of the single species undergoing ignition, viz.

BT

=

at

BY

=

at

+ y. K(T)

o2T
ox 2

o2 Y

Y. K(T)

ox2

where K(T) = 14.6 e 4 (l-1/ (T+-O. l)) and models an Arrhenius type chemical reaction (burning of fuel ) .
The initial and boundary conditions are :
T(x ,

fJY

Bx
fJT

OX

o) = o

= 0 at

X

Y(x , o) = 1

0

~ X ~

10

= 0 and x = 10.

= -t/0.05 05 t
I

:cs; 0.05

I

= -cos(rr(t-0.05)/ 1.9) , 0.05 s

t

~

3.08 , at x

=0

BT = 0 at x = 10.

ax

These equations are solved using the method of lines discretisation available in the SPRINT software of Berzins , Dew and Furzeland (1984) using a local
error tolerance of 10-4 and a mixed error test. A space mesh of 41 equally
spaced points is used along with the modified box scheme of Skeel and Berzins
(1987) . This discretisation gives rise to a system of 82 ordinary differential
equations in time which, along with the variable stiffness present in the chemical source terms, represent a far larger test problem than Problems 1, 2 or 3.
The numerical results given in the table below compare the Theta codes
STHETA and STHETB (switching version) with the STINT (Theta) integrator of
Prothero and Robinson (1974) and the Backward Differentiation 1-{ethod of Gear
(1971) as implemented in the SPRINT software. In the case of the backward
differentiation method the order of the method was restricted to three so that
the storage overhead of the three integators was identical .
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Results on the tlame propagation problem (fixed space mesh).
TOL.
10

4

Method
STHETA
STHETB
B.D.F.
STINT
STHETA

Steps
111
124107

225
111

FUN
460
416
536
3233
1667

JAC

17
8
24
34
17

CPU time
3.22
2.35
3.62
18.20
7.08

The switching code STHETB was more efficient than the STHETA code because it
only needed to switch to the Newton method when the boundary condition at

x

= 0 changes at t = 0.05 and switched back to functional iteration at t = 0.65 .

The Newton method was used from t = 1.0 until the end of integration. It should

C
be noted that using _!!_ = 5.0 in equation (23) results in the code using funcC1
tional iteration throughout the range of integration. Thus the switching method,
as hypothesised, is advantageous for problems where the stiffness changes in
the course of integration in a way that is unknown a priori. The last entry in the
table is the statistics for STHETA using the same full matrix routines as STINT.
Furzeland (1985) has shown how this problem can be solved more efr.ciently
by using an adaptive, non-uniform space mesh algorithm which follows the

prepagating flame solution. The technique used by Furzeland was to adapt the
spatial mesh every four timesteps by requiring that

xf,~1[ I a2rl+I
x,

ox 2

a2y1)dx
ox 2

ia approximately equidistributed . The computed solution its time derivative
and past information used in the error estimates are interpolated from the old
to the new meshes using cubic spline interpolation . This procedure results in a
much smaller spatial mesh spacing if 41 mesh points are used than the equispaced mesh used earlier. The stiffness of the o.d.e. system integrated is proportional to t,

;

X 1 Xf.+I

where !>.xi is the mesh spacing between xi and xi+I . The

value of this ratio for the fixed mesh of spacing 0.25 is 16 and the maximum
value for this adaptive mesh would be approximately 500 . In order to keep the
minimum mesh sizes and stiffness ratios comparable we use an adaptive mesh
of 15 points which results in a minimum space size of 0.085 at about t = 0.5 and
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0. 24 at later time.

It should be noted that both the adaptive mesh and the

chemistry result in varying stiffness of the o.d.e. system. The results for the
adaptive mesh version of the problem are shown below. The increased stiffness
results in the STHETB code switching to the Newton iteration at t = 0. 015 due
to the failure of functional iteration to converge. At a later time , t

=

0.66 ,

the code correctly takes advantage of the decreasing stiffness of the problem by
switching back to functional iteration when the minimum mesh size starts to
increase . A final switch back to the Newton method is made at about t

1.0 .

Results on the .tlame propagation problem (adaptive space mesh).
TOL.
Method
Steps
FUN
JAC
CPU time
STHETA
145
823
41
1.48
10-4 STHETB
178
871
35
1.85
B.D.F.
178
965
49
2.00
7 . CONCLUSIONS.

A switching or 'type-insensitive' method can be used to advantage when
solving differential equation problems where the stiffness of the system may
vary widely over the range of integration and in a way that is unknown a priori.
The switching method is based on an efficient implementation of the Theta stiff
method, in wh ich the method used for non-linear equation solving is switched
between functional and Newton iteration as the stiffness varies. The choice of
method is based on criteria established from the error estimates and stepsizes
that the two different methods would use.
The method can result in improved efficiency in terms of the reduced
number of Jacobian evaluations needed compared with a method based on a
separate stiff or non-stiff method. This improvement is particularly noticeable
for problems with variable stiffness for example where there is an initial transient (non-stiff) period or where multiple transients (possibly in the form of
switching discontinuities ) occur during the course of integration.
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